T?te nuclear density matrix and the partition function have been derived, from Generalized Random. Quantum Field Theory.
The statistical properties of the above mentioned nuclear characteristics constitute still today an important problem For the Physics of the nucleus,and the present paper aims at presenting some new developments of the density matrix of the nucleus which directly involves the density of the nuclear energy levels.
The statistical properties of the nucleus seen from the point of view of more recent theories is related to the fundamental problem of macroscopic irreversibility of systems whose microscopic behavior is time-reversal invariant.
This will be made clear on the basis of a theory developed recently starting from the second quantised representation of the state vector of the nucleus and the assumption that the Lagranqian density is an infinitely divisible generalized random field.
In sect.2 the ensemble theories of the nucleus ar& briefly reviewed in order to compare the results with our theory,, In sect,3 the connection between the level density distribution and the quantum theory is discussed. In sect.4 the statistical evolution operator X is given and the nuclear density matrix s and the partition function of the nucleus are derived. In sect. 5 the density matrix is derived in dependence on the level density,while in sect.6 the partition function on the nucleus is given.Finally,iη sect.7 some conclusions and 5 dis cussion are given., If one considers,for example,the lxl Gaussian ensemble
DENSITY DISTRIBUTION
then the expectation value is found (2.14)
The main target of the theory brie-fly reviewed is to find ways for introducing i t/h-*-i / ihT) into the nuclear theory,, and to obtain an expression for both the density matrix and the mean life time of the nuclear states.
The justification of the replacement i t/h-»l/ <W) is a major issue in Physics,because it solves the great problem of obtai ning irreversibility in Thermodynamics from time reversal in variant equations governing the constituens of matter.
THE PHYSICAL CONNECTION BETWEEN THE LEVEL DENSITY

DISTRIBUTION AND THE QUANTUM THEORY
The results of sect. 2 are,no doubt"extremely beautiful and mathematically very appealing.However,much effort o-f interpre tation is required to elucidate the physical content of the various kinds of transformations by matrices needed to obtain Pitf) .
In addition,the replacement it+-t or,equivalently, 
THE DESCRIPTION OF THE NUCLEUS EVOLUTION
The evolution operator as given in QFT is used to derive an ii) conservative transitions:
(4.3)
A (<?,2) =nq with,cji = n, n= 0,-2,-4,-6... forwards in time, (c)
A (q> ? 2)=ïr<? with,<? = n, n= 1,3,5*7,9 ... backwards in time, (d) where the choice of the signs insures energy renormalization.
The statistical evolution operator can be obtained from (4.1).The basic idea is that in order to make Statistical Mechanics c-ne has not to average the state vector of the nucleus itself,but rather to average the time evolution by acting on the stats vector by an appropriately averaged evolution operat or.
This averaged operator,the statistical »volution operator XH is obtained from the Generalized. Random. Quantum Field evolution operator by geometrically averaging it:
)...UU , t >UU ,t'> (4.4) I Ν Ni 2 1 1 ' J Here Ν is the number of transitions in the nucleus during the time interval Et ',13 with t '< t <...<£ = t.
Ν
The so defined operator acts on Ψ(ΐ') in the following way: S Φ ( t ' ) « Φ ( t ) LGlt+t . t + t +T tr(ix) J" X X ie.g»»shell) of the nucleus according to the particle partiti on in the second-quantisation state vector is -found from the time dependent Schrodinaer equation This form of the state vector will be used to construct the density matrix for both equilibrium and non-equilibrium states of the nucleus.
S THE NUCLEAR LEVEL DENSITY DISTRIBUTION
We shall now construct the density matrix for both the nonequilibrium and for the equilibrium states.This would require according to the conventional approach,the ad hoc introduction as a rule,of a set of probability factors iu> > , which are* Ti borrowed from the Gibbs or Boltzmann theories In the present case these factors follow directly from the evolution operator making the theory self-contained.
If we wish to obtain the expression for the density matrix in dependence of the level density we have to consider the nucleus going through a set of states undergoing transitions till it reaches the equilibrium state.This is done by !X . of the perturbation corresponding to the λ-th transition asso ciated with the state m.. Expression (5.10) is the sought level density distribution function.Comparison of (2.6)-(2.11) with expression (5.10) shows that the latter is just the energy dependence which fol-· llows from the Lorentz ensemble.
THE NUCLEAR PARTITION FUNCTION
The nuclear partition /unetion is obtained as the normaliring factor 3 of the density matrix tr pix.x' ;£)= 1 tr S . JB(x«x' ;£,£). Thus,the nuclear temperature is defined as a functional of the nuclear perturbation Hamiltonian.
The density matrix and the partition function follow in a unified way by application of the evolution operator on the second-quantisation state vector of the system.
